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1 Introduction
The Vasiliev higher spin theories [1] are of great interest to string theorists since they
provide a glimpse of the mysterious set of enhanced gauge symmetries that string theory
has long been presumed to possess. In particular, it has often been thought that masses
in string theory arise from the dynamical breaking of these symmetries, which might be
restored in special limits. Indeed, hints of this enlarged gauge symmetry have been seen in
flat space string theory in the high energy (or α′ →∞) regime — see for instance [2–4], as
well as the more recent discussion in [5]. However, it seems plausible that it is in the context
of string theory on anti-de Sitter (AdS) space times that these ideas are fully realised. This
is because the AdS background provides an additional length scale — the radius R of AdS
— and consequently a dimensionless ratio R
2
α′ . We can then imagine taking the limit where
this ratio goes uniformly to zero, thereby describing quite plausibly a genuinely tensionless
limit of string theory.
The AdS/CFT correspondence allows us to make this idea more concrete [6–9]. Ac-
cording to the usual dictionary, the dimensionless ratio R
2
α′ is proportional to a coupling
or marginal deformation of the dual field theory. Its vanishing is therefore equivalent to
considering a free gauge theory. A free gauge theory is known to have a large set of con-
served currents which are, however, not conserved at any non-zero coupling. In particular,
there are operators (‘twist two’ in d = 4) which are constructed from gauge invariant
(single trace) bilinears of adjoint valued fields. This set of currents is closed under the
OPE, and thus forms a consistent subsector [8]. The bulk-boundary dictionary associates
to these boundary conserved currents gauge symmetries in AdS. In particular, the above
universal sector of the free field theory is in nice correspondence with the Vasiliev system
of interacting gauge fields of spin s ≥ 2.
The examples of vector model holography beginning with the work of Klebanov and
Polyakov [10] (see also [11] for a subsequent generalisation) have attempted to isolate
this sector from the dynamics of the full string theory. For fields transforming in the
fundamental representation, the only single particle gauge invariant states are bilinears in
the fields — the aforementioned universal currents in addition to a few low lying scalars
or spin half fields. The dynamics of this ‘perturbative’ sector, at leading order in large
N , is well captured by the classical Vasiliev set of equations in the bulk, as confirmed
beautifully in the work of Giombi and Yin [12, 13]. We now also have a compelling scenario
for embedding these vector-like AdS4/CFT3 dualities (with SUSY and also Chern-Simons
interactions [14, 15]) within the ABJ duality for string theory [16].
In this paper, we will consider the AdS3/CFT2 vector-like dualities of [17] (see [18] for
a review) in their maximally SUSY incarnation [19] (see also [20] for earlier work), and link
them with string theory dualities for AdS3, specifically the case of AdS3×S3×T4. The spe-
cific nature of this link seems to be apparently different in character from the AdS4/CFT3
case, at least to our present understanding. The focus in the present work is also somewhat
different — we will try to make a start at addressing the issues raised in the opening para-
graph in a concrete way, i.e., we aim to explore the enhanced symmetries and the nature of
their breaking. We believe the AdS3/CFT2 case is particularly suited for this endeavour,
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because, unlike in higher dimensions, the higher spin symmetry group is enlarged here
to a W∞ algebra [21–23] (generalising the enhancement to Virasoro discovered by Brown
and Henneaux [24]). Though more complicated than the Virasoro symmetry, a number
of facts are known about these W∞ symmetries and their representations. Understanding
the stringy symmetries in terms of these W∞ algebras holds the promise of leading to a
powerful method that may enable one to exploit them concretely.
It follows from the general logic of the AdS/CFT correspondence that string theories on
AdS3 are dual to interacting two dimensional CFTs which arise in the IR of two-dimensional
gauge theories describing the near horizon regime of the D1-D5 system. Unfortunately,
these IR fixed points are not as explicitly understood as in the higher dimensional cases,
even with maximal supersymmetry. For instance, for the case of AdS3×S3×S3×S1, there
is, as of now, no consensus candidate CFT dual (see [25] for a summary of the situation
and [26] for a recent proposal; important earlier work is described in [27, 28]). For the
better studied case of AdS3 × S3 ×T4 (see [29] for a review and references), the dual CFT
is believed to be on the moduli space of the free symmetric orbifold [30]
SymN+1(T
4) ≡ (T4)N+1/SN+1 , (1.1)
where N + 1 = Q1Q5, the product of D1 and D5 charges. This is the theory which will be
the main focus of his work, and we will assume for the rest of this paper that it describes
indeed the above string compactification.
Since we do not have a direct gauge theory picture, it is a bit difficult, a priori, to
see what point in the moduli space of this CFT might correspond to the tensionless limit.
Given that the free symmetric orbifold point is the closest analogue to the free gauge theory,
a natural hypothesis is that this point is dual to the tensionless limit of string theory on
AdS3. We will indeed find very convincing evidence for this picture: in [19] the CFT dual
to the N = 4 supersymmetric higher spin theory on AdS3 was identified, and the sector
that captures the ‘perturbative’ Vasiliev states, i.e., the higher spin fields as well as the
matter multiplets that come with them, was isolated. Generically, these cosets possess the
large N = 4 superconformal symmetry, but in the limit in which the level of the cosets is
taken to infinity, this contracts to the small N = 4 superconformal symmetry that controls
the CFT (1.1). In this limit, we find that the ‘perturbative’ part of the coset CFT is a very
natural closed subsector of the symmetric orbifold theory, thus mirroring precisely that
the perturbative Vasiliev higher spin theory is a closed subsector of the tensionless string
theory.
Given this precise understanding about the relation between higher spin and string
theory, we can do much more. In particular, we can organise all the states of the free
CFT (1.1) into representations of theW∞[0] symmetry — this is the symmetry that controls
the infinite level limit of the cosets — with precise, calculable multiplicities. As a special
case, we bring some order into the gigantic chiral algebra of the symmetric product CFT by
identifying the additional W∞[0] representations that extend W∞[0] — these correspond
to the additional massless higher spin fields which are present in string theory (but not in
the Vasiliev theory, i.e., that are not captured by W∞). We can also identify them directly
in terms of the free bosons and fermions. This very explicit understanding opens the way
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towards studying all sorts of aspects of this setup, e.g., it should now be possible to explore
the higgsing of these fields under the perturbation that switches on the tension.
In the rest of this introduction, we give a non-technical summary of how these results
are obtained. We begin in section 2 with a brief review of the large N = 4 cosets that are
dual to the supersymmetric higher spin theory on AdS3, concentrating on those aspects that
are important for the subsequent discussion. These cosets have the same symmetry as string
theory on AdS3×S3×S3×S1, where the sizes of the two S3’s correspond to the level k and the
rankN of the cosets, respectively. In order to relate them to the symmetric orbifold (1.1) we
then consider in section 3 the limit in which the level k is taken to infinity — then one of the
two S3’s decompactifies, and we make contact with (the zero momentum sector of) string
theory on AdS3×S3×T4. In fact, the large N = 4 superconformal algebra that controls the
cosets contracts in this limit to the smallN = 4 superconformal algebra that underlies (1.1).
We show in section 3.1 that in this limit the ‘perturbative’ part of the CFT cosets can be
described in terms of N + 1 free bosons and fermions subject to a U(N) singlet condition,
i.e., as the untwisted sector of a ‘continuous orbifold’ similar to what was observed for the
bosonic case in [31]. We then show in section 3.2 that the SN+1 permutation action of (1.1)
is precisely induced from this U(N) action via the embedding SN+1 ⊂ U(N). It is then im-
mediate that the untwisted sector of the continuous orbifold is a natural closed subsector of
the untwisted sector of the symmetric product orbifold (1.1) — thus mirroring precisely that
the higher spin theory describes a closed subsector of string theory at the tensionless point.
In section 4 we then begin to rewrite the full string spectrum (1.1) in terms of W∞[0]
representations; in particular we exhibit in section 4.1 how the full chiral algebra of (1.1)
can be organised in terms of W∞[0] representations and check our answer against explicit
predictions of the symmetric orbifold. We also explain in section 4.2 how the additional
symmetry generators may be described in terms of the free fermions and bosons. We
finally sketch in section 4.3 how a similar analysis may be done for the other states of the
untwisted sector of (1.1). From the viewpoint of the W∞[0] algebra, the full symmetric
orbifold then correponds to a certain non-diagonal modular invariant.
One important consequence of the extended symmetry that appears in the stringy
description is that the so-called ‘light states’ (that are believed to correspond to classical
solutions of the higher spin theory [32]) do not define consistent representations of the
extended symmetry — the corresponding space-time interpretation is that these classical
solutions do not lift to solutions of the full string theory. This is discussed abstractly in
section 5, and then more concretely in section 7. (Since these light states can be interpreted
as twisted sectors of the continuous orbifold, we need to explore the dictionary between
twisted sector states and coset states; this is done in section 6, generalising the recent
discussion for the N = 2 cosets in [33].) As a side-product of the analysis of section 7 we
can also identify in section 7.2 the 2-cycle twisted states (that contain some of the exactly
marginal operators of the symmetric orbifold) from the coset point of view; this explicit
description is likely to play an important role in studying the higgsing of the higher spin
fields. Finally, section 8 contains our conclusions and an outlook for what sort of questions
could now be addressed. There are a number of appendices (as well as an ancillary file of
the arXiv submission) where some of the more technical details are described.
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2 The large N = 4 coset
In this section we review the Wolf space coset theories with large N = 4 superconformal
symmetry [34–39] that are dual to a Vasiliev higher spin theory on AdS3 [19]. By taking
the large level limit of these cosets we will subsequently make contact with the symmetric
product theory with target space SymN+1(T
4), which has small N = 4 superconformal
symmetry, and which is known to be dual to string theory on AdS3 × S3 × T4. We will
restrict ourselves to stating those essential results and features, which we shall need in the
following sections; for more details, we refer the reader to [19] and the references contained
therein.
The Wolf space cosets we will focus on are given by [36–39]
su(N + 2)
(1)
k+N+2
su(N)
(1)
k+N+2 ⊕ u(1)(1)κ
⊕ u(1) ∼= su(N + 2)k ⊕ so(4N + 4)1
su(N)k+2 ⊕ u(1)κ ⊕ u(1) , (2.1)
where the second description is in terms of the bosonic affine algebras. The so-factor in
the numerator describes (4N +4) real free fermions, and the level of the u(1) factor in the
denominator equals κ = 2N(N + 2)(N + k + 2). The central charge, given by the usual
difference of numerator and denominator central charges, is
c =
6(N + 1)(k + 1)
N + k + 2
. (2.2)
This coset is known to contain the linear large N = 4 superconformal algebra, whose
commutation relations are spelt out in appendix A. For our present purpose, the main
point to note is that it contains in addition to the affine u(1) algebra that appears as a
direct summand in (2.1), two su(2) affine algebras which are at levels (k+1) and (N +1),
respectively (see section 3.1 of [19] for an explicit construction from the coset viewpoint).
The superconformal algebra thus depends, in addition to the central charge, on a parameter
γ = N+1N+k+2 , and is often denoted by Aγ in the literature. The more familiar small N = 4
superconformal algebra is obtained in the limit γ → 0 of the above. We shall discuss this
limit in more detail in the next section.
In addition to the large N = 4 superconformal algebra, the coset theory has an ex-
tended chiral algebra which contains higher spin currents. These can be organised into
multiplets R(s) of the global superalgebra (with s = 1, 2, . . .)1
s : (1,1)
s+
1
2
: (2,2)
R(s) : s+ 1 : (3,1)⊕ (1,3)
s+
3
2
: (2,2)
s+ 2 : (1,1) .
(2.3)
1Here and later we will often ignore the truncations that occur for finite N, k of the spectrum, since our
main interest will require us to take both k and N large. However, most of our results remain true at finite
N , provided we take k →∞.
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The quantum numbers shown alongside refer to the two su(2) algebras. This therefore leads
to a total of eight currents of a given spin s = 1, 32 , 2,
5
2 , . . . . These currents (holomorphic
and anti-holomorphic) constitute the vacuum sector of the coset theory. They generate
a super W∞[γ] algebra, which is a generalisation of the somewhat more familiar bosonic
W∞ algebras. The OPEs (that in effect define the algebra structure of the W-algebra) are
completely specified by the central charge and the parameter γ [40], or equivalently by the
levels of the two su(2) affine algebras, see also [41] for a low level analysis.
The states of the CFT can be organised in terms of representations of thisW-symmetry,
with the W-algebra itself defining the vacuum representation. The most general primaries
with respect to thisW-algebra are labelled by2 (Λ+; Λ−, uˆ). This is the usual coset labelling
where Λ+ is a weight of the numerator su(N + 2)k, while Λ− and uˆ ∈ Zκ are weights of
the denominator su(N)k+2 and u(1)κ algebra, respectively. These weights need to obey
a selection rule and determine the primaries up to field identification, as spelled out in
appendix A. The conformal dimension of the primary (Λ+; Λ−, uˆ) equals
h(Λ+; Λ−, uˆ) =
C(N+2)(Λ+)
N + k + 2
− C
(N)(Λ−)
N + k + 2
− uˆ
2
4N(N + 2)(N + k + 2)
+ n , (2.4)
where n is a half-integer, describing the ‘level’ at which (Λ−, uˆ) appears in the representa-
tion Λ+.
In [19] it was proposed that the large (N, k) ’t Hooft limit of these cosets with
λ =
N + 1
N + k + 2
fixed (2.5)
is described by a Vasiliev higher spin theory on AdS3 [42, 43] with the same supersymmetry.
The higher spin equations are derived from a theory with local gauge symmetry based on the
infinite dimensional gauge algebra shs2[λ], a supersymmetric generalisation of the bosonic
symmetry algebra hs[λ]; the details of this symmetry algebra are spelled out in [19], but
are not very important for us in this paper. One finds a spectrum of higher spin gauge
fields which matches precisely with (2.3). It was further shown in [44] that the asymptotic
symmetry algebra of this higher spin theory is the same classical W-algebra that arises in
the ’t Hooft limit of the cosets. Here the ’t Hooft parameter λ of the CFT, see eq. (2.5),
is to be identified with the parameter λ entering in the higher spin gauge algebra.
In addition to the higher spin fields, there are matter fields which correspond to (0; f)
and its conjugate in the CFT (with multi particle states corresponding to the (0; Λ) pri-
maries made from a finite number of boxes and anti-boxes). Thus the perturbative part of
the Vasiliev theory is captured by the subsector of the CFT [45–47]
H(pert) =
⊕
Λ
(0; Λ)⊗ (0; Λ∗) . (2.6)
Note that this is a closed subsector of the CFT under OPE (in the large N , k limit) but it
is not modular invariant. One modular invariant completion of this sector is to consider the
2In the following we shall suppress the u(1) charge with respect to the numerator u(1), i.e., all the states
we shall consider will be uncharged with respect to this u(1) algebra. We have furthermore rescaled the u(1)
charge of the denominator by a factor of 2 relative to [19] in order to be in line with standard conventions.
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diagonal modular invariant. This necessitates adding in the contribution of all (Λ+; Λ−)
primaries. As in the purely bosonic and the N = 2 coset examples of holography, there
are then many ‘light’ states in the spectrum, see e.g., the analysis of [48]. These, or
equivalently, the (Λ; 0) primaries are additional ‘non-perturbative’ states which have some
reflection in the Vasiliev theory (albeit in a non-unitary semi-classical limit) [32, 49–54],
but whose precise role has not been completely elucidated.3 In section 4 we will describe
a different modular invariant completion of (2.6) in the k → ∞ limit, which describes a
symmetric product CFT; for this modular invariant these light states (and many other
primaries) are absent.
3 The continuous orbifold and the symmetric orbifold
In this section we will make a preliminary identification of the large level limit of the Wolf
space cosets with the symmetric product orbifold. This will be based on the fact that this
limit yields a continuous orbifold of free fermions and bosons. After explaining how this
comes about, we will point out the close relation to the symmetric product orbifold.
3.1 The k →∞ limit of the cosets
We are interested in the limit k →∞ of the above Wolf space cosets for which
λ = γ = 0 , c = 6(N + 1) . (3.1)
In this limit, the large N = 4 superconformal algebra (A.1)–(A.8) contracts to the small
superconformal N = 4 algebra together with 4 free bosons and fermions [59], see also ap-
pendix A for more details. One of the two su(2) affine algebras becomes a global (custodial)
symmetry in this limit and we are left with only one affine su(2) algebra at level (N + 1),
which is the R-symmetry algebra of the small N = 4 theory with c = 6(N + 1).
One can also understand rather easily what happens to the full coset spectrum in this
limit. For large k, both the SU(N + 2) and the SU(N) group manifolds in the numerator
and denominator decompactify, leading altogether to 4(N + 1) free bosons. We also have
4(N +1) free fermions (that are described by the so(4N +4)1 factor in the numerator) for
any value of k. The zero modes of the denominator su(N) × u(1) ∼= u(N) give rise to a
gauging of these fermions and bosons (but without any kinetic term for the gauge fields).
Since the u(N) is embedded in the su(N + 2) in terms of an N × N diagonal block, we
see that there are four free fermions and bosons which are uncharged with respect to the
u(N) — these are precisely the 4 free bosons and fermions that appear in the limit of the
large N = 4 superconformal algebra, as explained at the beginning of this section. The
rest of the free bosons and fermions transform in the fundamental and anti-fundamental
representation. Thus with respect to the u(N) and the surviving su(2)N+1 R-symmetry
we have [19]
bosons: 2 · (N,1)⊕ 2 · (N,1)⊕ 4 · (1,1)
fermions: (N,2)⊕ (N,2)⊕ 2 · (1,2) . (3.2)
3Some of their properties were analysed in [55–58], see also [58] for an alternative interpretation.
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We may therefore expect the limiting theory to be a supersymmetric continuous orbifold
of the form4 (T4)N+1/U(N).
In support of this identification, note that the coset primary
(
0; f, (N + 2)
)
and its
conjugate have, in this limit, conformal dimensions
h
(
0; f, (N + 2)
)
= h
(
0; f¯,−(N + 2)) = k + 32
2(N + k + 2)
∼= 1
2
. (3.3)
Thus we can, in a certain sense, think of
(
0; f, (N+2)
)
as corresponding to 2N free fermions
transforming in the (N,2) with respect to u(N) ⊕ su(2), and similarly for the conjugate
representation. More accurately, for example the ground state of the sector
(0; f¯)⊗ (0; f) corresponds to
∑
i
ψ∗ı¯α ψ¯iβ , (3.4)
and similarly for the complex conjugate. (We denote here and in the following the right-
moving fields with a bar.) Furthermore, the free bosons are also contained in this descrip-
tion because they are the superconformal descendants of the free fermions, i.e., the 1/2
descendants of the ground states, see eq. (2.40) of [19].
More generally, all the primaries (0; Λ) (with a finite number of boxes and anti-boxes)
can be obtained from (0; f) and (0; f¯) by repeated fusion, and they all have (half-)integral
conformal dimension, as can be seen directly from (2.4) — in fact, for k → ∞ only the
h = n term survives. The U(N) singlet condition (that applies simultaneously to left-
and right-movers) then only guarantees that the left- and right-moving states transform in
conjugate coset representations, see the analogous discussion in section 2.2 of [31], as well
as the more recent N = 2 analysis of [33]. Thus the untwisted sector of the continuous
orbifold of the free theory is precisely accounted for by (2.6), i.e., it matches exactly the
‘perturbative’ spectrum of the dual higher spin theory.
We will later describe additional evidence, involving the twisted sectors, that the limit-
ing theory is indeed a continuous supersymmetric orbifold (T4)N+1/U(N) with the charges
given in (3.2). Orbifolding by a continuous group introduces twisted sectors with arbitrar-
ily small twists — and hence conformal dimensions. From the point of view of free fermions
and bosons which are charged in the fundamental and anti-fundamental of U(N) these are
states with arbitrarily small gauge holonomy. These give rise to the light states mentioned
in the previous section. More general twists lead to the other primaries (Λ+; Λ−). In fact,
as mentioned earlier, the diagonal modular invariant partition function necessarily contains
all these twisted sector states. We will be considering in the next section, a non-diagonal
modular invariant combination in which all the light states are automatically absent.
4We will not be considering states that carry finite momentum or any other charge along the decom-
pactified directions of the coset — those would require us to consider primaries whose dimensions scale as k
as we take the contraction described in appendix A. We will therefore refer to this orbifold, in an abuse of
notation, as (T4)N+1/U(N) though we are effectively considering it as (R4)N+1/U(N). This is appropriate
since we will be comparing to the states of the corresponding symmetric product SymN+1(T
4) without any
momentum/winding on the torus.
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3.2 Relation to the symmetric product CFT
We now want to relate the continuous orbifold by U(N) to a discrete orbifold by SN+1. Let
us first focus on the untwisted sector of the continuous orbifold. We want to show that it
is a natural subsector of the untwisted sector of the symmetric orbifold. In fact, given the
explicit description of the continuous orbifold from above, this is now almost immediate.
Recall that, in the symmetric orbifold
SymN+1(T
4) ≡ (T4)N+1/SN+1 , (3.5)
the untwisted sector of this theory5 consists of 4(N + 1) free bosons and fermions that
transform as
bosons: 4 · (N + 1,1)
fermions: 2 · (N + 1,2) (3.6)
with respect to SN+1 × su(2), where the su(2) is the R-symmetry of the small N = 4
superconformal algebra.
Next we recall that the ‘defining’ (N+1)-dimensional representation of SN+1 (in terms
of permutation matrices) is not irreducible. In fact, it always contains a 1-dimensional
subspace corresponding to the sum of all the N +1 basis vectors; thus, as a representation
of SN+1, we have the decomposition
N + 1 = 1⊕N , (3.7)
where N denotes the so-called ‘standard’ representation of SN+1. (It corresponds to the
Young diagram consisting of N boxes in the first row, and one box in the second.) We note
that this decomposition also gives rise to a natural embedding of
SN+1 ⊂ U(N) , (3.8)
see appendix C for an explicit description. Indeed, to every (N +1)× (N +1) permutation
matrix, we can associate the unitary N×N matrix that acts on theN -dimensional subspace
in (3.7). We can therefore ask how the various representations of U(N) decompose with
respect to SN+1, and one finds that we have the branching rules
NU(N) → NSN+1 , NU(N) → NSN+1 , (3.9)
where in both cases the SN+1 representation is the standard representation from above.
6
Here it is important that we are dealing with U(N) rather than SU(N). Then N is the
complex conjugate representation of N (with opposite U(1) charge); since the representa-
tions of SN+1 are all real, the branching of N and N with respect to (3.8) are therefore
the same.
5As mentioned in section 3.1, we shall only consider the subspace of states that do not carry any
momentum along the T4.
6We have explicitly displayed the superscripts to indicate the relevant group but we shall drop these
with the understanding that boldface represents U(N) and roman face represents SN+1.
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These observations now have an important consequence. As we have explained above,
the untwisted sector of the continuous orbifold can be described in terms of 4(N + 1)
free bosons and fermions that transform as in eq. (3.2) with respect to U(N) × su(2). If
we consider these states with respect to the subgroup SN+1 × su(2), it then follows from
eq. (3.9) that they transform simply as
bosons: 4 · (N,1)⊕ 4 · (1,1)
fermions: 2 · (N,2)⊕ 2 · (1,2) , (3.10)
i.e., precisely as (3.6). Thus the symmetric orbifold action is induced by the embedding of
SN+1 ⊂ U(N).
We therefore conclude that the U(N) singlet sector of this free theory (i.e., eq. (2.6)) is
a subsector of the SN+1 singlet sector, i.e., of the untwisted sector of the symmetric orbifold.
Since the former captures precisely the perturbative higher spin degrees of freedom, this is
a very precise CFT incarnation of the belief that, at the tensionless point in moduli space,
the higher spin theory should form a consistent subsector of string theory!
More generally, the partition function of the symmetric orbifold can be viewed as a
non-diagonal modular invariant of the continuous orbifold theory. In order to understand
this, let us consider a general pair of orbifold CFTs
H1 = H(0)/G and H2 = H(0)/H , where H ⊂ G , (3.11)
and the action of H in the orbifold H2 is induced from that of G in H1. Then the untwisted
sector of H1 will be contained in the untwisted sector of H2 — only those states in the
untwisted sector of H2 that are also invariant with respect to the whole action of G will
survive in the untwisted sector of H1. In particular, we can therefore organise H2 in terms
of representations of the chiral algebra of H1, i.e., in terms of the G-invariant generators of
the original chiral algebra. Thus we can think of H2 as a non-diagonal modular invariant
of the chiral algebra of H1. This is a general statement true for any H ⊂ G. We will see
an explicit realisation of this idea (with H = SN+1 ⊂ U(N) = G) in the following section.
4 Comparison to the symmetric orbifold theory
The schematic structure of the partition function of the symmetric orbifold is (in the NS
sector)
ZNS(q, q¯, y, y¯) = |Zvac(q, y)|2 +
∑
j
|Z(U)j (q, y)|2 +
∑
β,l
|Z(T)β,l (q, y)|2. (4.1)
Here Zvac is the vacuum character of the symmetric product CFT, j labels the nontrivial
primaries in the untwisted sector (built from the orbifold invariant combinations of free
fermions and their descendants that are not just products of chiral and anti-chiral fields),
and Z(T)β,l are the corresponding contributions from the twisted sectors (where β labels
the different non-trivial conjugacy classes of SN+1). The above considerations imply that
we should be able to reorganise each of these in terms of characters of the continuous
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orbifold; from this viewpoint, the above partition function then corresponds to a non-
diagonal modular invariant of the continuous orbifold algebra. In this section, we illustrate
this for the vacuum sector as well as the simplest nontrivial primary of the untwisted sector.
In the next section, we generalise this to the twisted sector.
4.1 The chiral algebra of the symmetric orbifold
We will now argue that we can write
Zvac(q, y) =
∑
Λ
n(Λ)χ(0;Λ)(q, y) , (4.2)
where n(Λ) are positive integers. Here the characters on the r.h.s. are the coset characters
in the limit as k →∞. By the arguments at the end of the previous section, we should be
able to write the vacuum representation of the symmetric orbifold theory as such a linear
combination since the untwisted sector of the U(N) orbifold comprises the representations
(0; Λ). The integer multiplicities n(Λ) consequently have a simple interpretation: they are
the multiplicity with which the trivial representation of SN+1 appears in the corresponding
U(N) representation Λ under the branching (3.8). An immediate consequence of (4.2) is
that the W-algebra of the symmetric orbifold theory should be a huge (infinite) extension
of the Wolf space coset W-algebra in the limit of k →∞, i.e., of W∞[0]. The multiplicities
n(Λ) can be worked out as explained in appendix C.1.
This abstract reasoning can now be tested concretely. We can compute independently
the l.h.s. and r.h.s. of (4.2) using various known facts about the symmetric product CFT
and the coset CFT, respectively. Let us first focus on the l.h.s.
The generating function for the untwisted sector in the R-R sector of the symmetric
orbifold is [60]
∞∑
k=0
pkZ(U)
(
Symk(X)
)
=
∏
∆,∆¯,ℓ,ℓ¯
1
(1− pq∆q¯∆¯yℓy¯ℓ¯)c(∆,∆¯,ℓ,ℓ¯) , (4.3)
where the coefficients c(∆, ∆¯, ℓ, ℓ¯) are the expansion coefficients of the R-R partition func-
tion of X (with the insertion of (−1)F+F˜ ),
Z(X) =
∑
∆,∆¯,ℓ,ℓ¯
c(∆, ∆¯, ℓ, ℓ¯) q∆q¯∆¯yℓy¯ℓ¯. (4.4)
We are interested in the W algebra of this theory, i.e., we want to analyse only the purely
left-moving states and we want to describe them in the NS-sector.
For the case at hand, X = T4, the partition function of X factorises into left- and
right-movers, whose chiral part equals
Zchiral(T
4) = −
(
ϑ1(z|τ)
η(τ)
)2 1
η4(τ)
, (4.5)
where
ϑ1(z|τ) = i(y1/2 − y−1/2) q 18
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn) (1− yqn)(1− y−1qn) . (4.6)
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Because of this factorisation property, we can simply work out theW-algebra by spectrally
flowing the chiral version of (4.3) to the NS sector. In order to do so explicitly, we need
the first few expansion coefficients of (4.5)
Zchiral(T
4) = (y − 2 + y−1) + (−2y2 + 8y − 12 + 8y−1 − 2y−2) q
+(y3 − 12y2 + 39y − 56 + 39y−1 − 12y−2 + y−3) q2
+(8y3 − 56y2 + 152y − 208 + 152y−1 − 56y−2 + 8y−3) q3
+(−2y4+ 39y3− 208y2+ 513y − 684 + 513y−1− 208y−2+ 39y−3− 2y−4) q4
+O(q5) . (4.7)
Then we plug the corresponding coefficients c(∆, ℓ) into the chiral version of the generating
function (4.3), and flow to the NS-sector (without the insertion of (−1)F ) by replacing
y 7→ −y q 12 , p 7→ −p q 14 y . (4.8)
The first few terms of the W-algebra character equal (we are considering here the case
where we have taken sufficiently many copies, i.e., consider a sufficiently high power of p,
so that the coefficients stabilise, and we ignore the overall factor of q−c/24)
Zvac(q, y) = 1 + (2y + 2y−1)q 12 + (2y2 + 12 + 2y−2)q
+(2y3 + 32y + 32y−1 + 2y−3)q
3
2
+(2y4 + 52y2 + 159 + 52y−2 + 2y−4) q2
+(2y5 + 62y3 + 426y + 426y−1 + 62y−3 + 2y−5) q
5
2
+(2y6+ 64y4+ 767y2+ 1800 + 767y−2+ 64y−4+ 2y−6) q3 +O(q 72 ) . (4.9)
We can now compare this with the r.h.s. of eq. (4.2). To compute the latter to the
order q3, we need the multiplicities n(Λ) for representations Λ with up to six boxes and
anti-boxes. These are given at the end of appendix C.1. The corresponding coset characters
χ(0;Λ)(q, y), with nonzero multiplicities, (and at large N with k → ∞) can be computed
following the techniques developed in [47, 61]; the details are explained in appendix B.1.
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One finds remarkable agreement, at least to the order we have computed,7 namely
Zvac(q, y) = χ(0;0)(q, y) + χ(0;[2,0,...,0])(q, y) + χ(0;[0,0,...,0,2])(q, y)
+χ(0;[3,0,...,0,0])(q, y) + χ(0;[0,0,0,...,0,3])(q, y)
+χ(0;[2,0,...,0,1])(q, y) + χ(0;[1,0,0,...,0,2])(q, y)
+ 2 · χ(0;[4,0,...,0,0])(q, y) + 2 · χ(0;[0,0,0,...,0,4])(q, y)
+χ(0;[0,2,0,...0,0])(q, y) + χ(0;[0,0,...0,2,0])(q, y)
+χ(0;[3,0,...,0,1])(q, y) + χ(0;[1,0,0,...,0,3])(q, y)
+ 2 · χ(0;[2,0,0,...,0,2])(q, y)
+χ(0;[1,2,0,...,0])(q, y) + χ(0;[0,...,0,2,1])(q, y)
+χ(0;[2,1,0,...,0,1])(q, y) + χ(0;[1,0,...,0,1,2])(q, y)
+χ(0;[0,2,0,...,0,1])(q, y) + χ(0;[1,0,...,0,2,0])(q, y)
+ 3 · χ(0;[3,0,...,0,2])(q, y) + 3 · χ(0;[2,0,...,0,3])(q, y)
+χ(0;[1,1,0,...,0,2])(q, y) + χ(0;[2,0,...,0,1,1])(q, y)
+χ(0;[0,0,2,0,...,0])(q, y) + χ(0;[0,...,0,2,0,0])(q, y)
+ 3 · χ(0;[0,2,0,...,0,2])(q, y) + 3 · χ(0;[2,0,...,0,2,0])(q, y)
+χ(0;[1,1,0,...,0,1,1])(q, y) +O(q7/2) . (4.10)
This is nontrivial evidence for the correctness of (4.2) and therefore for the arguments that
led to it. Presumably one should be able to prove analytically the mathematical identity
expressed by (4.2), but we have not tried to do so.
4.2 Microscopic realisation
Before we come to describing how some of the other states of the symmetric orbifold can
be organised in terms ofW∞[0] representations, let us pause for a moment and understand
the structure of (4.10) directly in terms of the free fermions and bosons that appear in the
coset description for k → ∞. Let us denote the (left-moving) fermions that transform as
(N⊕ 1,2) ⊕ (N⊕ 1,2) by ψiα and ψ∗¯β , respectively, while the bosons that transform in
the 2 · (N ⊕ 1,1) ⊕ 2 · (N ⊕ 1,1) are φia and φ∗¯b, respectively. Here i, j = 1, . . . , N + 1,
while α, β ∈ {−12 , 12} and a, b ∈ {1, 2}. The W∞ algebra of the coset is generated by the
bilinear combinations of these fields that are U(N) singlets. The additional generators
of the symmetric orbifold chiral algebra, on the other hand, are just invariant under the
symmetric group. The simplest states that are invariant under the symmetric group (but
not under U(N)) are
N+1∑
i=1
ψiα−1/2ψ
iβ
−1/2|0〉 , and
N+1∑
i=1
ψ∗ı¯α−1/2ψ
∗ı¯β
−1/2|0〉 . (4.11)
Since the fermions satisfy anti-commutation relations, the only terms that contribute are
those with α = −β; thus the resulting states transform as singlets under the R-symmetry
7In (4.10) we have written out all representations with B ≤ 4, but only those representations with
B = 5, 6 that have a non-trivial contribution at order q3.
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su(2), and they have conformal dimension h = 1. They can therefore be identified with
the ground states of the coset representations
(0; [2, 0, . . . , 0, 0]) and (0; [0, 0, . . . , 0, 2]) (4.12)
respectively, see eq. (B.7). To be clear, there are also the states
N+1∑
i,j=1
ψiα−1/2ψ
jβ
−1/2|0〉 , and
N+1∑
i,j=1
ψ∗ı¯α−1/2ψ
∗¯β
−1/2|0〉 , (4.13)
that are singlets with respect to the symmetric group. However, they are already contained
in the W∞ algebra itself since
∑
i ψ
iα and
∑
i ψ
∗ı¯α correspond to the four free fermions
of the large N = 4 superconformal algebra. Thus, strictly speaking, (4.12) corresponds
to a certain linear combination of (4.11) and (4.13), which then transforms indeed in the
[2, 0, . . . , 0, 0] and [0, 0, . . . , 0, 2] of U(N), respectively.
In the same spirit (i.e., removing the analogues of (4.13)), the states corresponding to
(0; [3, 0, . . . , 0]) can then be identified with
N+1∑
i=1
ψiα−1/2ψ
iβ
−1/2φ
ia
−1|0〉 , (4.14)
where because of the anti-symmetry of the fermions again α = −β and the third generator
has to be a boson (for the state of lowest conformal dimension). Since a takes two values,
the leading contribution of these states is 2q2, in agreement with the character of eq. (B.8).
On the other hand, the ground state of (0; [2, 0, . . . , 0, 1]) is described by
N+1∑
i=1
ψiα−1/2ψ
iβ
−1/2ψ
∗ı¯γ
−1/2|0〉 , (4.15)
which transforms as a doublet under the R-symmetry su(2) and has h = 32 , again in
agreement with its character. (The corresponding wedge character is just the product of
eq. (B.6) and eq. (B.7).) Something more interesting happens for the case of (0; [4, 0, . . . , 0]),
for which we have
N+1∑
i=1
ψiα−1/2ψ
iβ
−1/2φ
ia
−1φ
ib
−1|0〉 and
N+1∑
i,j=1
ψiα−1/2ψ
iβ
−1/2φ
ja
−1φ
jb
−1|0〉 . (4.16)
These states are singlets under the R-symmetry su(2), and because they are symmetric
under the exchange of the two bosonic generators give rise to 3 states at h = 3; thus each
of them contributes 3q3 to the character, which is indeed the leading term of the wedge
character of (0; [4, 0, . . . , 0]) that is given explicitly in the ancillary file. This therefore
explains the multiplicity of 2 with which this representation contributes to (4.10).
We should note that there is also the closely related state
N+1∑
i,j=1
ψiα−1/2ψ
jβ
−1/2φ
ia
−1φ
jb
−1|0〉 , (4.17)
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which however has somewhat different symmetry properties. This state (or rather a linear
combination of this state and the second state in (4.16)) appears as a descendant of the
four fermion term
N+1∑
i,j=1
ψiα−1/2ψ
jβ
−1/2ψ
iγ
−1/2ψ
jδ
−1/2|0〉 , (4.18)
which corresponds to the leading term in (0; [0, 2, 0, . . . , 0]) — indeed in (4.18) the anti-
symmetry of the fermions implies that there is a single singlet state under the R-symmetry
su(2), in agreement with the leading term of the corresponding wedge character that is
also given in the ancillary file.
The higher terms can be constructed similarly, although this becomes more and more
cumbersome. (In effect, this construction is just an explicit incarnation of the counting
argument of appendix C.1.)
4.3 Other representations in the untwisted sector
After this brief interlude let us return to describing the structure of the untwisted sector
of the symmetric orbifold. As mentioned before, it does not just contain the contribution
from the extended W∞[0] vacuum character, i.e., the mod squared of the character (4.10).
Additional representations of this algebra, whose characters are denoted by Z(U)j in (4.1),
also appear. They can, in turn, be written as direct sums of W∞[0] representations. Let
us illustrate this for the simplest non-trivial case. The untwisted sector of the symmetric
orbifold contains also the states of the form
N+1∑
i=1
ψiα−1/2 ψ¯
iβ
−1/2|0〉 , (4.19)
and similar combinations where either the left-moving ψiα or the right-moving ψ¯iβ (or
both) are replaced by the complex conjugate fermions. From the coset point of view, the
corresponding states are the ground states of
(0; f)⊗ (0; f) , (0; f¯)⊗ (0; f) , (0; f)⊗ (0; f¯) , (0; f¯)⊗ (0; f¯) , (4.20)
where the second factor (that is overlined) refers to the right-movers. Note that both (0; f)
and (0; f¯) are in the same representation of the extended W∞ algebra since
(0; f)⊗ (0; [0, 0, . . . , 0, 2]) ⊃ (0; f¯) . (4.21)
Thus the contribution from all states in (4.20) will be part of the modulus square of a
single extended W∞ representation.
Using similar techniques as in the derivation of (4.9) we can determine the character
of this extended W∞ representation: in expanding out (4.3), we now have to consider the
multiplicities (as functions of q and y) of the term q¯1/2(2y¯ + 2y¯−1), and subtract out the
contribution coming from the mod square of (4.9). To do so, we consider the NS-sector
version of (4.3), and expand out one factor in the denominator with ∆¯ = 12 to first order
— the coefficients of q¯1/2(2y¯ + 2y¯−1) from this factor are then just Z(NS)chiral(T
4)(q, y), the
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NS-sector version of (4.7), see eq. (B.11) for an explicit formula. For all the other factors
from the denominator we take the term with ∆¯ = 0. After subtracting out the contribution
from the mod squared of the extended vacuum sector, this then leads to
Z1(q, y) = Zvac(q, y)
[
Z
(NS)
chiral(T
4)(q, y)− 1] . (4.22)
The resulting expression for Z1(q, y) is then given explicitly (to low order) in eq. (B.12).
Just as for the vacuum character, we can argue on general grounds that
Z1(q, y) =
∑
Λ
n1(Λ)χ(0;Λ)(q, y) , (4.23)
where n1(Λ) is the multiplicity with which the standard N dimensional representation of
SN+1 appears in the U(N) representation Λ. Again these multiplicities can be worked out
using the techniques of appendix C.1.
In appendix B.2, we explicitly verify this identity by expanding out both sides of
eq. (4.23) to order q3 — see eq. (B.13). Note that |Z1(q, y)|2 accounts (among others) for
the states
N+1∑
i=1
φia−1 φ¯
ib
−1|0〉 , (4.24)
as well as the combinations for which either φia or φ¯ib (or both) are replaced by the
corresponding complex conjugate operators. Altogether these states are the 16 = 4 × 4
exactly marginal operators that preserve the small N = 4 superconformal algebra and
deform the shape (and complex structure) of the T4.
5 Twisted sectors and light states
As we have seen above, the untwisted sector of the symmetric orbifold can be written
in terms of representations of the W∞[0] algebra of the Wolf space cosets. Indeed, the
chiral algebra of the symmetric orbifold is a certain extension of the W∞[0] algebra, see
eq. (4.10), and similar statements apply to the other representations that appear in the
untwisted sector of the symmetric orbifold, see e.g., the discussion of eq. (4.23) above.
In this section we want to discuss qualitatively the structure of the twisted sector of the
symmetric orbifold; a more quantitative analysis is the topic of the subsequent two sections.
In order to understand what we should expect, let us go back to the generic example
of two orbifolds as in eq. (3.11). As we have explained there, the untwisted sector of H1 is
contained in the untwisted sector of H2, since invariance under G imposes more constraints
than invariance under the subgroup H ⊂ G. What can we say about the twisted sectors?
As a first rough guide, modular invariance essentially implies that the number of states
is determined by the central charge, and hence does not change upon orbifolding. Thus
if H1 has fewer states than H2 in the untwisted sector, it will contain more states in the
twisted sector (so that the total number is roughly the same). More concretely, for any
orbifold, the twisted sectors are labelled by the conjugacy classes of the orbifold group,
and the conjugacy classes of a subgroup H ⊂ G are naturally contained in the conjugacy
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classes of G.8 Thus the twisted sectors of the orbifold H2 will be contained in the twisted
sectors of H1.
For the case at hand where G = U(N), the conjugacy classes of G are parametrised by
the Cartan torus U(1)N modulo the action of the Weyl group SN ; on the other hand, the
conjugacy classes of H = SN+1 are finite in number, and are labelled by the partitions of
N+1. For any group element in SN+1 we can determine the N eigenvalues in the standard
representation of SN+1, and these eigenvalues are (up to permutation) the same for each
representative of a given conjugacy class of SN+1. Thus we can naturally associate to every
conjugacy class of SN+1 an element in U(1)
N/SN , i.e., a conjugacy class in G = U(N).
These arguments therefore imply that the twisted sectors of the symmetric product
orbifold are a subset of the twisted sectors of the continuous orbifold. This phenomenon
also has a natural interpretation from the viewpoint of the representation theory of the
continuous orbifold: every representation of the symmetric orbifold chiral algebra is ob-
viously also a representation of the continuous orbifold chiral algebra (since the former
chiral algebra is an extension of the latter, see eq. (4.10)), but the converse is in general
not true: a representation of the continuous orbifold chiral algebra does not necessarily
define a representation of the extended chiral algebra of the symmetric orbifold. Indeed,
a necessary condition is that the additional primaries that appear in eq. (4.10) must be
local with respect to the representation at hand, and this is not automatic. This is the
representation theoretic reason why not all twisted sectors of the continuous orbifold will
give rise to (local) representations of the symmetric orbifold, i.e., why they do not appear
in the spectrum.
Unfortunately, this locality condition is in general quite hard to analyse, see however
section 7.1, and we cannot easily determine which representations of the Wolf space coset
actually give rise to representations of the symmetric orbifold. However, we can show that
the expected representations of the symmetric orbifold indeed arise in this manner, and we
will give an example of that below, see section 7.2.
5.1 Light states and quantisation of the higher spin theory
When we extend the chiral algebra from W∞[0] to that of the symmetric orbifold only
those twisted sector representations of the continuous orbifold become representations of
the extended chiral algebra that correspond to the discrete twists in SN+1 ⊂ U(N). Note
that, in particular, all the ‘small’ twists in U(N) that correspond to the so-called ‘light
states’ of the cosets do not survive — thus by embedding the higher spin theory into string
theory, the ‘non-perturbative’ states of the higher spin theory that are dual to the light
states [32] do not lift to solutions of string theory. In particular, these ‘light states’ are
therefore absent in string theory.
Thus when we try to quantise the higher spin theory, then on the level of the dual CFT
there are at least two natural choices. Either we consider the standard charge conjugation
modular invariant of the dual CFT — then we do not add any perturbative degrees of
8Note though that this ‘embedding’ does not need to be injective, i.e., different conjugacy classes of H
may map to the same conjugacy class of G.
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freedom to the higher spin theory, but the consistency of the CFT (in particular modular
invariance) requires us to add many low-lying non-perturbative solutions of the higher spin
theory, i.e., the duals of the light states.
The other alternative is that we extend the chiral algebra of the dual CFT by embed-
ding it into the chiral algebra of some string theory, i.e., in our case, the chiral algebra
of the symmetric orbifold. Then this corresponds to adding many perturbative degrees of
freedom to the higher spin theory. However then the consistency of the dual CFT does not
require to add any further low-lying degrees of freedom, i.e., the light states do not appear
in the spectrum any longer.
In either case, we see that the quantisation of the higher spin theory requires us to add
low-lying degrees of freedom — either the light states or the perturbative string degrees
of freedom. This suggests that a direct quantisation of the higher spin theory by itself is
problematic.
6 The twisted sector of the continuous orbifold
Let us now try to make the statements of the previous section more concrete. In order to
do so, we first need to understand how the twisted sector representations of the continuous
orbifold can be described in terms of the coset language. Unfortunately, the following
discussion is slightly technical; readers who are not interested in the detailed derivation
and justification of the correspondence, see eq. (6.9), may skip this section and jump
directly to section 7.
6.1 The twisted sector ground states
As we have explained above, the twisted sectors of the continuous orbifold are labelled by
elements of the Cartan torus, modulo the Weyl group. For the case at hand, the Cartan
torus of U(N) is simply U(1)N , and the Weyl group is the symmetric group that permutes
the N U(1) factors. Thus the twisted sectors are labelled by N -tuples
[α1, . . . , αN ]
1
2
≥ α1 ≥ α2 ≥ · · · ≥ αN ≥ −1
2
. (6.1)
Given that each αi describes the ‘twist’ of 4 bosons and fermions, the conformal dimension
of the corresponding twisted sector ground state should then equal
h
(
[α1, . . . , αN ]
)
=
N∑
i=1
|αi| . (6.2)
Indeed, each α-twisted complex boson and fermion contributes
∆hbos =
1
2
α(1− α) , ∆hfer = 1
2
α2, (6.3)
where the bosonic formula holds for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, while the fermionic formula is correct for
0 ≤ |α| ≤ 12 . The total ground state energy of a twisted complex boson-fermion pair is then
1
2 |α|, and since 4 bosons and fermions correspond to two such pairs, we get altogether (6.2).
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Unlike the bosonic situation of [31], we can actually identify the corresponding coset
states very explicitly. Indeed, following a similar analysis for the N = 2 superconformal
case [33] (see also [62] for earlier work in this direction), we claim that the twisted sector
ground states correspond to the coset representations(
Λ
(m)
+ ; Λ
(m)
− , uˆ
(m)
)
, (6.4)
where m takes the values m = 1, . . . , N + 1, and
Λ
(m)
+ = [Λ1, . . . ,ΛN+1] , with Λm = 0 (6.5)
is a weight of su(N + 2) such that
m−1∑
i=1
Λi ≤ k
2
, and
N+1∑
i=m+1
Λi ≤ k
2
. (6.6)
(Note that the weight Λ
(m)
+ is allowed at level k.) Furthermore, we take Λ
(m)
− to be the
weight of su(N) defined by
Λ
(m)
− = [Λ1, . . . ,Λm−2,Λm−1 + Λm + Λm+1,Λm+2, . . . ,ΛN+1] , (6.7)
and set the u(1) charge to
uˆ(m) = 2
(m−1∑
i=1
iΛi −
N+1∑
j=m+1
(N + 2− j)Λj
)
− (N + 2− 2m) Λm . (6.8)
One easily confirms that the triplet (Λ
(m)
+ ; Λ
(m)
− , uˆ
(m)) satisfies then the selection rule (B.1).
We now claim that, in the limit k → ∞, the twist corresponding to (6.4) is precisely (for
Λm = 0)
9
α =
1
N+k+2
[m−1∑
i=1
Λi ,
m−1∑
i=2
Λi , . . . , Λm−1 , −Λm+1 , −
m+2∑
i=m+1
Λi , . . . , −
N+1∑
i=m+1
Λi
]
. (6.9)
Note that the twist is only non-trivial if the Dynkin labels Λi scale with k, as is also familiar
from the bosonic analysis of [31].
6.2 Comparing the conformal dimension
There are various pieces of evidence in support of this claim. First of all, we can determine
the conformal dimension of the representation (6.4). The key step in this calculation is the
observation that the difference of Casimirs takes the form
C(N+2)
(
Λ
(m)
+
)− C(N)(Λ(m)− ) = 1N(N + 2)
(m−1∑
i=1
iΛi −
N+1∑
j=m+1
(N + 2− j)Λj
)2
+
m−1∑
i=1
iΛi +
N+1∑
j=m+1
(N + 2− j)Λj . (6.10)
9If Λm 6= 0 then in order for the representation to have finite conformal dimension in the k →∞ limit,
Λm ∼
√
k, while Λi ∼ k for i 6= m. This general case corresponds to a twisted sector where in addition
some momentum (proportional to Λm) along the S
3 whose radius goes to infinity has been switched on. As
mentioned earlier, we will not consider states with Λm 6= 0 in the following.
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In the limit k →∞, we therefore conclude from (2.4) that the conformal dimension is indeed
just (6.2), with the twist α being given by (6.9). Note that, for these representations, n = 0
in (2.4) since Λ
(m)
− appears in the branching of Λ
(m)
+ from su(N + 2) to su(N), as follows
from the analysis of appendix B of [33].
6.3 The fermionic excitation spectrum
A somewhat more refined test is provided by calculating the fermionic excitation spectrum
of these ground states. Recall from (3.3) that we can identify the fermionic fields with
the coset primaries
(
0; f, (N + 2)
)
as well as their conjugates. If we apply this coset
representation (or its conjugate) to the twisted sector ground state we will, generically,
obtain N different fusion products(
Λ
(m)
+ ; Λ
(m)ǫl
− , uˆ
(m) + ǫ(N + 2)
)
, (6.11)
where ǫ = ± labels whether we consider the fermions or their conjugates, and Λ(m)ǫl are
those representations (with l ∈ {1, . . . , N}) that appear in
f ⊗ Λ =
N⊕
l=1
Λ+l, f¯ ⊗ Λ =
N⊕
l=1
Λ−l. (6.12)
Indeed, we have explicitly
Λǫlj =

Λj − ǫ j = l − 1
Λj + ǫ j = l
Λj otherwise .
(6.13)
We can therefore read off the fermionic excitation spectrum of the various fermion fields
by comparing the conformal dimensions (see [33] for a similar analysis in the N = 2 case)
δh(l) = h
(
Λ
(m)
+ ; Λ
(m)ǫl
− , uˆ
(m) + ǫ(N + 2)
)− h(Λ(m)+ ; Λ(m)− , uˆ(m))
=
1
2
+
1
N + k + 2
[
ǫ
N
(N−1∑
i=1
i Λ˜i − uˆ
(m)
2
)
− ǫ
N−1∑
j=l
Λ˜j
]
+
1
2(N + k + 2)
(
− ǫN + 2lǫ+
(
ǫ− 7
2
))
, (6.14)
where, to simplify notation, we have set Λ
(m)
− = Λ˜. In the limit k → ∞, the last line can
be ignored (since none of the terms in the numerator can depend on k), and hence we get
approximately
δh(l) ∼= 1
2
− ǫ
N + k + 2
[N−1∑
j=l
Λ˜j +
1
N
(
uˆ(m)
2
−
N−1∑
i=1
i Λ˜i
)]
=
1
2
− ǫ αl , (6.15)
where we have used the explicit expression for uˆ(m) in the final step, and αj is the j’th
component of the vector α in (6.9). Thus the different fusion channels correspond to the
different twisted modes, and the result is in perfect agreement with our identification of
the twists.
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6.4 The BPS spectrum
Finally, in analogy with the situation for the symmetric orbifold, we may expect that a
certain fermionic descendant of these twisted sector ground states should be BPS. Indeed,
we should simply apply all fermions whose δh(l) is less than 1/2, i.e., the fundamental
fermions (ǫ = +) with l = 1, . . . ,m−1, and the anti-fermions (ǫ = −) with l = m+1, . . . , N .
Thus the relevant BPS descendant should be(
Λ
(m)
+ ; [Λ1, . . . ,Λm−2,Λm−1 + Λm+1 + 2,Λm+2, . . . ,ΛN+1], uˆ
(m) + (N + 2)(2m− 2−N)) .
(6.16)
It is not difficult to check that this state satisfies then the selection rule with
|Λ+|
N + 2
− |Λ−|
N
+
uˆ
N(N + 2)
= −1 ∈ Z , (6.17)
and that its quantum numbers are
l+ = 0 , l− =
N
2
, u = 0 . (6.18)
Indeed, we need N fermionic descendants to obtain the denominator representation from
the numerator, and each fermion transforms in the spin j = 12 representation of su(2)−;
thus the relevant BPS bound is
hBPS =
1
N + k + 2
(
(k + 1)
N
2
+
N2
4
)
=
2N(k + 1) +N2
4(N + k + 2)
, (6.19)
and one checks by an explicit (albeit slightly tedious calculation) that this indeed equals
the conformal dimension of (6.16). In fact, this statement is even true at finite N and k.
7 The twisted sector of the symmetric orbifold
Recall from the discussion in section 5 that the twisted sectors of the symmetric product
orbifold form a subset of the twisted sectors of the continuous orbifold. In this section we
want to identify the relevant twisted sector representations in terms of the coset language.
7.1 Locality
As alluded to in section 5, it is in general quite difficult to determine which coset rep-
resentations are local with respect to an extended chiral algebra. However, for the case
of interest, i.e., the extended chiral algebra (4.10), there are some simple checks we can
perform.
First of all, it is easy to see that all representations of the form (0; Λ) with Λ a finite
representation (i.e., made up of finitely many boxes and anti-boxes) are local with respect
to the extended chiral algebra in the limit k → ∞. This is simply a consequence of the
fact that, for these representations
h
(
0; Λ, |Λ|(N + 2)) = n− C(N)(Λ)
N + k + 2
− |Λ|
2(N + 2)
4N(N + k + 2)
∼= n (7.1)
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in the large k limit, where n is the excitation number that describes the level at which
Λ appears in the vacuum representation of the numerator. Since n is, by construction, a
non-negative half-integer, the conformal dimension of all of these representations is half-
integer or integer. But since the extended chiral fields from (4.10) map a representation of
the form (0; Λ) to another representation of the same kind, (0; Λ′), it follows that locality
is manifest for all of these representations. This is obviously important since, as we saw
above, see eq. (2.6), all of these representations actually survive in the untwisted sector of
the continuous orbifold and hence must be allowed representations of the extended theory.
The situation is a little more interesting for the various twisted representations of the
continuous orbifold, i.e., the representations discussed in section 6.1. A necessary condition
for (0; ) to be local with respect to the ground states (Λ+; Λ−, uˆ) is that the fusion
(Λ+; Λ−, uˆ)⊗ (0; ) (7.2)
contains a representation whose conformal dimension differs from that of (Λ+; Λ−, uˆ) by a
half-integer (or integer). This can be calculated using the same techniques as in section 6.1;
indeed, the relevant tensor product equals simply
Λ− ⊗ =
⊕
l1≤l2
(
Λ+l1−
)+l2 , (7.3)
and the difference in conformal dimension becomes, in the large k limit, the sum δh(l1) +
δh(l2) of the two individual shifts — we are using here the same conventions as in eqs. (6.13)–
(6.15). Thus locality with respect to (0; ) requires that the twisted sector ground state
satisfies
αl1 + αl2 ∈
1
2
Z , (7.4)
for some choice of l1, l2 ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Condition (7.4) is obviously satisfied for the twisted
sectors of the symmetric orbifold — for the twisted sector associated to a single r-cycle
permutation, the twists are contained, modulo one, in the set {mr ,m = 0, . . . , r − 1}, and
similarly for products of r-cycle permutations. However, for a generic twisted sector of the
continuous U(N) orbifold, this condition will not be satisfied. Thus we see that locality
does impose non-trivial constraints on the allowed representations.
The situation is similar for the (0; ) primary in eq. (4.10), for which instead of (7.4)
we obtain the condition
αl1 + αl2 + αl3 ∈
1
2
Z , (7.5)
for some choice of l1, l2, l3 ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Again, this is satisfied for the twisted sectors of
the symmetric orbifold, but in general not for a generic twisted sector of the continuous
U(N) orbifold. Finally, for the representation associated to (0; [2, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 1]) we obtain
instead
αl1 + αl2 − αl3 ∈
1
2
Z , (7.6)
for some choice of l1, l2, l3 ∈ {1, . . . , N}. These constraints are obviously only necessary
conditions for locality — unfortunately, no simple sufficient condition for locality is known.
It is nevertheless reassuring that they are satisfied for the twisted sectors of the symmetric
orbifold, but not for generic twisted sectors of the continuous orbifold.
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7.2 The 2-cycle twist sector
We can also understand how specific twisted sectors of the symmetric orbifold fit into our
picture. Let us illustrate this with the simplest example, the case of the 2-cycle twist; more
complicated cases could also be similarly studied, but we have not attempted to do so.
We start by calculating the partition function of the symmetric orbifold in this sector.
Using again the techniques of [60] (see also [63]) it follows that the corresponding generating
function equals
∞∑
k=0
pkZ(2)
(
Symk(X)
)
= p2
∑
∆,∆¯,ℓ,ℓ¯
′
c(∆, ∆¯, ℓ, ℓ¯) q
∆
2 q¯
∆¯
2 yℓy¯ℓ¯
×
∏
∆,∆¯,ℓ,ℓ¯
1
(1− pq∆q¯∆¯yℓy¯ℓ¯)c(∆,∆¯,ℓ,ℓ¯) , (7.7)
where the prime in the sum of the first line means that we only sum over the 4-tuples
(∆, ∆¯, ℓ, ℓ¯) for which ∆− ∆¯ is even. For the case at hand, the result again factorises into a
sum over chiral and anti-chiral functions. Note that for the Z2 twisted sector, the different
contributions are invariant under the centraliser of the Z2 in SN+1, which is SN−1 × S2.
We will focus on the part of the expansion of (7.7) where the left and right movers are
separately invariant under the SN−1. Then the only remaining distinction is whether they
are even or odd with respect to the S2 ∼= Z2. Both classes of states contribute, but
the overall invariance under the centraliser implies that the S2 even/odd states for the
left-movers are coupled to S2 even/odd states of the right movers, respectively — this is
precisely what the condition represented by the prime in the above sum implements. Thus
we can analyse separately the S2 even/odd chiral characters, and we find in the NS sector,
repeating essentially the steps of section 4.1
Z(2)+ (q) = q
1
2
(
(y + y−1) + q1/2 (4y2 + 16 + 4y−2)
+ q1(7y3 + 81y + 81y−1 + 7y−3)
+ q3/2(8y4 + 218y2 + 580 + 218y−2 + 8y−4) + · · · ) (7.8)
for the S2 even states of the 2-cycle twisted sector, while the character of the S2 odd states
in the 2-cycle twisted sector equals
Z(2)− (q) = q
1
2
(
2 + q1/2 (12y + 12y−1)
+ q1(32y2 + 112 + 32y−2)
+ q3/2(52y3 + 464y + 464y−1 + 52y−3) + · · · ) . (7.9)
In order to facilitate comparison with the coset representations, let us understand the
behaviour of the (N + 1) free fermions (and bosons) of the symmetric product orbifold
under the subgroup SN−1 × S2 ⊂ SN+1; it is not difficult to see that they transform as
N+1 ∼= N⊕1 ∼= [(1N−1⊗12)⊕ (1N−1⊗1′2)⊕((N−2)N−1⊗12)]⊕ (1N−1⊗12) , (7.10)
where 1L denotes the singlet and 1
′
L the alternating singlet (which is odd under the odd
permutations), and the index labels the relevant SL group. The last singlet (1N−1 ⊗ 12) is
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just the overall singlet of SN+1, i.e., the sum of all N + 1 fermionic modes (that remains
untwisted and hence half-integer moded). The (1N−1⊗ 1′2) represents the fermion which is
odd under the S2 ∼= Z2 and which is therefore integer-moded in this sector — in particular,
it therefore includes a zero mode. The other fermions, namely the (1N−1 ⊗ 12) and the(
(N − 2)N−1 ⊗ 12
)
, being even under this Z2, continue to be half-integer moded.
The corresponding Wolf coset representations can be read off from the analysis of
section 6.1, except that, as we have just seen, the 2-cycle twist is somewhat degenerate in
that the twisted sector has a fermionic zero mode — this will always be the case if the
cycle has even length. As a consequence, there is not just a unique twisted sector ground
state, but rather a whole representation of the corresponding Clifford algebra. In fact, ‘the’
twisted sector ground state of section 6.1,
Λ+ =
[
k
2
, 0, 0, . . . , 0
]
, Λ− =
[
k
2
, 0, 0, . . . . , 0
]
, uˆ = k , (7.11)
is only one of the two states contributing to the leading term in eq. (7.9). Its BPS ‘descen-
dant’ of eq. (6.16)10
Λ+ =
[
k
2
, 0, 0, . . . , 0
]
, Λ− =
[
k
2
+ 1, 0, 0, . . . . , 0
]
, uˆ = k + (N + 2) , (7.12)
is in fact degenerate in conformal dimension since the mode of the relevant fermion is a
zero mode. The state in eq. (7.12) has l− = 12 , and it accounts precisely for the leading
terms in (7.8). Finally, applying the relevant fermionic zero mode again we obtain another
coset primary with l− = 0
Λ+ =
[
k
2
, 0, 0, . . . , 0
]
, Λ− =
[
k
2
+ 2, 0, 0, . . . . , 0
]
, uˆ = k + 2(N + 2) , (7.13)
which accounts for the other leading term in (7.9). We should mention in passing that we
have the field identifications([
k
2
, 0, . . . , 0
]
;
[
k
2
, 0, . . . , 0
]
, k
)
∼=
([
0, . . . , 0,
k
2
]
;
[
0, . . . , 0,
k
2
+2
]
,−k−2(N+2)
)
(7.14)
and([
k
2
, 0, . . . , 0
]
;
[
k
2
+2, 0, . . . , 0
]
, k+2(N+2)
)
∼=
([
0, . . . , 0,
k
2
]
;
[
0, . . . , 0,
k
2
]
,−k
)
, (7.15)
thus showing that the twisted representation with twist α = 12 is indeed equivalent to
that with twist α = −12 , as well as demonstrating that the two representations (7.11)
and (7.13) are on the same footing. On the other hand, the field identification of the coset
representation (7.12) is simply([
k
2
, 0, . . . , 0
]
;
[
k
2
+1, 0, . . . , 0
]
, k+N+2
)
∼=
([
0, . . . , 0,
k
2
]
;
[
0, . . . , 0,
k
2
+1
]
,−k−N−2
)
.
(7.16)
10Since all Λj with j ≥ m = 2 vanish, there is only one fundamental fermion we should apply, and hence
the +2 in eq. (6.16) is replaced by a +1.
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7.3 Comparing characters
The characters of the lowest coset representations equal — more details can be found in
the ancillary file of the arXiv submission11
χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2,0,0,...,0](q) = q
1/2
(
1 + 4(y + y−1)q1/2 + (7y2 + 27 + 7y−2)q + · · · )
χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2+2,0,0,...,0](q) = q
1/2
(
1 + 4(y + y−1)q1/2 + (7y2 + 27 + 7y−2)q + · · · )
χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2+1,0,0,...,0](q) = q
1/2
(
(y + y−1) + (2y2 + 8 + 2y−2)q1/2
+ (2y3 + 26y + 26y−1 + 2y−3)q1 + · · · ) .
Combining these results we therefore have an expansion of the form
Z(2)+ (q) = χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2+1,0,0,....,0](q)
+χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2−1,0,0,...,0](q) + χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2+3,0,0,...,0](q)
+χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2,1,0,...,0](q) + χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2+1,0,...,0,1](q)
+χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2,1,0,...,0,1](q)
+χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2−2,1,0,...,0,0](q) + χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2+3,0,...,0,1](q)
+χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2−1,0,...,0,1](q) + χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2+2,1,...,0,0](q)
+ 2 · χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2−1,2,...,0,0](q) + 2 · χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2+1,0,...,0,2](q)
+O(q2) , (7.17)
Z(2)− (q) = χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2,0,0,....,0](q) + χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2+2,0,0,....,0](q)
+χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2,0,0,...,1](q) + χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2+1,1,0,...,0](q)
+χ[k/2,0,...,0];[k/2−1,1,0,...,0](q) + χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2+2,0,0,...,0,1](q)
+χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2−1,1,...,0,1](q) + χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2+1,1,...,0,1](q)
+χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2−2,0,0,...,0](q) + χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2+4,0,0,...,0](q)
+ 2 · χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2,0,0,...,2](q) + 2 · χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2,2,0,0,...,0](q)
+ 2 · χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2+2,0,0,...,2](q) + 2 · χ[k/2,0,0,...,0];[k/2−2,2,0,0,...,0](q)
+O(q2) . (7.18)
It is possible to understand the systematics of which coset representations appear in
eqs. (7.17) and (7.18), and with which multiplicity, i.e., the analogue of (4.2). In order to
explain this let us start with the twisted sector ground state (7.11). The excitations are
either the fermion zero mode (and its descendants) described below (7.9) and identified
in the coset below (7.11), or the half-integer modes which transform as (1N−1 ⊗ 12)⊕(
(N −2)N−1⊗12
)
of SN−1×S2. Each action of the former changes the parity of the state,
since the fermionic zero mode is odd under the S2, while the latter, being even under the
S2, do not modify the parity.
On the other hand, as can be seen from eq. (6.15), for ℓ = 1 (and ǫ = 1) we have
a zero mode, whereas for ℓ 6= 1 we have δh(ℓ) = 12 (since αℓ = 0 for ℓ 6= 1 for the
state (7.11)). Since ℓ labels the row to which extra boxes are attached, we conclude that,
11We thank Constantin Candu for helping us check these identities.
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from the coset viewpoint, the integer moded excitations are those which increase the first
row (ℓ = 1), while the half-integer modes are associated with adding boxes in the Young
tableau below the first row. The situation for the anti-boxes (that describe the complex
conjugate fermions) is the same.
Let us rephrase this in the language of Dynkin labels. All the coset representations
that are of relevance have Λ+ =
[
k
2 , 0 . . . , 0
]
, while Λ− is of the form Λ− =
[
k
2 + l0,Λ
′],
where l0 ∈ Z and Λ′ denotes the remaining (N − 2) Dynkin labels. Changing l0, while
keeping Λ′ fixed, corresponds to adding an integer moded fermion (that is odd under the
S2 ∼= Z2). When we add a box below the first row, we not only modify the first few Dynkin
labels of Λ′, we automatically also shift l0 by one; on the other hand, if we add an anti-box,
we only modify the last few Dynkin labels of Λ′, but this does not influence l0.12 Thus we
conclude that the parity with respect to S2 ∼= Z2 of a given state (relative to the ground
state state (7.11)) is
P = l0 +
∑
i
Λ′i mod 2 , (7.19)
where the sum runs only over the ‘first few’ Dynkin labels that correspond to the addition
of boxes. In particular, P is insensitive to the number of anti-boxes (see footnote 12). This
gives the selection rule for which states appear in (7.8) and (7.9), respectively: the ones
with P = 0 (mod 2) appear in (7.9), while those that satisfy P = 1 (mod 2) appear in (7.8).
An inspection of (7.17) and (7.18) bears this out.
In order to understand the multiplicities with which the representations actually ap-
pear, we now recall that (7.17) and (7.18) count the states that are SN−1 invariant (sep-
arately for left- and right-movers). Since the modes corresponding to the first row are
singlets with respect to SN−1, only the Dynkin labels in Λ′ matter. They describe a repre-
sentation of SU(N − 1), and we therefore need to determine the branching rules of Λ′ with
respect to the embedding SN−1 ⊂ U(N − 2) ⊂ SU(N − 1). Under this embedding, both
the fundamental and anti-fundamental representation of SU(N − 1) decompose as
(N− 1)→ (N − 2)N−1 ⊕ 1N−1 , (N− 1)→ (N − 2)N−1 ⊕ 1N−1 . (7.20)
Thus relative to the analysis of section 4.1 we now get additional singlets coming from
the explicit singlet representation appearing in (7.20). In particular, we get a singlet from
adding a single box (or anti-box), see the contribution in the third line of (7.17) and
the second and third line of (7.18). The symmetric product of two boxes (or anti-boxes)
contains the singlet with multiplicity 2 — see the last line of (7.17) and the last two lines
of (7.18) — while the anti-symmetric product does not contain any singlet, etc. More
generally, the decomposition of this twisted sector thus takes the form
Z(2)± (q, y) =
∑
Λ′,l0
δ
(2)
± (P ) n˜(Λ
′)χ([ k
2
,0...,0];[ k
2
+l0,Λ′])
(q, y) , (7.21)
12Note that since the underlying representations are really U(N) representations, an anti-box does not
coincide with the SU(N) Dynkin label [0, . . . , 0, 1]. However, since we have not kept track of the U(1)
charge in our notation and since we are working with small excitations, we have used the convention that
the first few Dynkin labels refer to boxes, while the last few Dynkin labels correspond to anti-boxes. We
hope this will not create undue confusion.
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where n˜(Λ′) is the multiplicity of singlets of SN−1 in Λ′, and the sum over l0 is restricted
by the parity requirement that P = 0 (mod 2) for Z−, and P = 1 (mod 2) for Z+ — this
is what is imposed by the factor δ
(2)
± (P ).
8 Concluding remarks
We close with some comments, elaborating on the meaning of some of our results as well
as raising questions that we feel could be addressed in the near future.
The main thrust of our paper has been to understand the exact relation between the
higher spin theory (and its symmetries) on AdS3, and string theory as captured by the
symmetric product CFT. We found in particular
• that the (perturbative) Vasiliev theory is a subsector of the full string theory in a pre-
cise sense — it is the untwisted sector (2.6) of the continuous orbifold (T4)N+1/U(N)
which is a subsector of the untwisted sector of (T4)N+1/SN+1.
• that the full partition function (not just some index) of the symmetric product CFT
can be written as a non-diagonal modular invariant of the W∞[0] algebra, the chiral
algebra of the continuous orbifold. This implies, in particular, that we can assemble
the full spectrum of string theory (at the tensionless point) in terms of representations
of the super W∞[0] algebra.
• that the symmetry algebra of the string theory is a huge extension of the super W∞
algebra by an infinite number of nontrivial primaries (4.2) that can be characterised
in terms of the branching rules under SN+1 ⊂ U(N). This reflects, in a very precise
manner, that string theory at the tensionless point contains many more massless
higher spin fields than those that are captured by the Vasiliev theory (which only has
one massless higher spin N = 4 multiplet for each integer spin).
Let us frame these findings in terms of the general expectations from the AdS/CFT corre-
spondence in the tensionless limit.
The symmetric product CFT is associated with the gauge theory of the D1-D5 system
and thus consists of adjoint (and bi-fundamental) valued fields. The free fermions and
bosons of the symmetric product description can then be interpreted as the diagonal or
Cartan elements of these adjoint fields. Coset CFTs, on the other hand, are associated with
fields in the fundamental representation, and the Vasiliev theory is supposed to describe
the gauge fields dual to bilinears of these fields. While the Cartan elements are not directly
related to the basis vectors of the fundamental representation, they are essentially the same
in number (except for a shift by one which is the reason why the (N + 1)’st symmetric
group appears for a U(N) vector model, see appendix C). Thus, the ‘gauge-invariant’
singlet states of the vector model can be put in correspondence with certain bilinears of
the adjoint theory ∑
i
ψ∗i Dψi ←→ Tr(ΨDΨ) . (8.1)
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Here, the fields on the left-hand-side transform in the fundamental or anti-fundamental
representation (with i being a vector index), while on the right-hand-side, Ψ is adjoint-
valued; furthermore D stands for any differential operator. From this point of view it is
then natural that the Weyl group SN+1 acts as a subgroup of U(N); in particular, this
U(N) should not be identified directly with the gauge group of the D1-D5 system.
In a free gauge theory, bilinear currents as in the r.h.s. of (8.1) form a closed subsector
(under the OPE) of the full set of single trace operators [8]. This is exactly what we found
above: the untwisted sector of the continuous orbifold is closed under the OPE and thus a
consistent subsector.13
In two dimensions, it is possible to have many more conserved currents in an adjoint
theory (in the free limit) than the above bilinears. This is because in d = 2 the condition
on the dimension and spin for a conserved current, ∆ = s, does not constrain the currents
to be bilinears in the fields unlike in higher dimensions.14 This is also what we see in the
symmetric product. We have a large chiral algebra which organises itself into representa-
tions of the higher spin algebra (or rather itsW∞ extension). Using the explicit form of the
additional primaries in section 4.2, we can also see which of these are single particle and
which are multi particle. For instance, we could consider the current primaries in (4.16)
and view them schematically, using the identification with Cartan elements, as contribu-
tions of the form Tr(ΨαΨβ∂Φa∂Φb) and Tr(ΨαΨβ) Tr(∂Φa∂Φb) respectively. We thus have
one single trace operator, and one double trace operator at this order. More generally, in
the expansion (4.2), amongst the multiplicity of SN+1 singlets we have contributions that
come from products of smaller SN+1 singlets, and those which are not decomposable in
this manner (see appendix C.1); it is only the latter that correspond to the single trace
operators.
Given all the additional currents in (4.2) together with the above identification of
single and multitrace operators, we can, in principle, write down the generators of the
stringy symmetry algebra, i.e., the single trace primaries that generate the full algebra
upon taking products. Their OPEs can in principle be calculated using the free fermion
and boson picture, and it would be very interesting if one could characterise the resulting
structure in a useful manner. For example, one may hope to generalise the analysis of [40]
and enumerate the parameters that characterise this huge extension of W∞[0]. It would
also be very interesting to estimate, for large conformal dimensions, the number of single
particle fields one has to add at each conformal weight. From the general correspondence
with adjoint valued fields one might expect a Hagedorn growth.
This stringy algebra also governs how the nontrivial primaries of the symmetric orbifold
(in both untwisted and twisted sectors) are organised in terms of coset representations. As
explained in section 5.1, locality with respect to the extended symmetry algebra rules
out the coset representations which correspond to the light states present in the diagonal
modular invariant. This is in accord with the fact that light states do not arise in a gauge
13Here by consistency we mean consistency on the sphere — obviously this subsector is not consistent on
the torus since the corresponding partition function is not modular invariant by itself.
14We thank Shiraz Minwalla for discussions on this point.
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theory with adjoint fields whereas they are ubiquitous in a theory with fundamental fields
on a space which allows nontrivial gauge holonomies [64, 65].
More interesting from the point of view of string theory is the decomposition of rep-
resentations such as the ones studied in sections 4.3 and 7.2. We should view each of the
expansions in (4.23) and (7.21) as a single character of the stringy W-algebra, written in
terms of W∞[0] representations. The particular cases studied here contain the marginal
deformations of the symmetric product. With the results of sections 4.3 and 7.2, we can
now see the stringy multiplet that they are part of. The organisation of stringy states into
multiplets of the higher spin symmetry algebra was something that was proposed for the
free 4d N = 4 Yang-Mills spectrum in [66–68], and there are some interesting similarities
with what we find — in particular, the representations are also organised in terms of Young
tableaux of the symmetric group [68]. We should note, however, that in our setup we can
actually organise the states in representations of the extended stringy algebra (written in
terms of the asymptotic higher spin algebra W∞[0]), not just the original Vasiliev higher
spin algebra (which would just be shs2[0] in our case). Nevertheless, the close similarities
are worth exploring further as also any potential relation to the multi particle higher spin
algebras proposed in [69].
The fact that the marginal operators are in non-trivial representations of the higher
spin symmetry algebra has an important consequence. It implies that deforming the sym-
metric product CFT by these operators corresponds to giving a vev to bulk fields charged
under the higher spin symmetry algebra. For the marginal operators from the twisted
sector we should expect that they will give rise to a higgsing of the higher spin symmetry
(and thus the stringy symmetry as well), i.e., that they describe deformations that go away
from the tensionless point; it would be very interesting to check this, using the techniques
of [70]. This is in the spirit of the general belief about the unbroken symmetric phase of
string theory — see, for instance, [2–5], and more recently in the context of AdS [69, 71].
We see that here, as is also expected in the N = 4 theory, the breaking is a classical effect
from single trace operators. In the context of the ABJ embedding of higher spin theory on
AdS4 [16] one could also view this breaking as coming from the boundary conditions on
the bulk fields — this arises as a one loop effect in the bulk Vasiliev theory. This is related
to the picture of [16], suggesting that the string states are being built up from non-abelian
Vasiliev bits, which does not seem to have any immediate analogue in the present case. It
would be very important to understand the similarities and differences with these higher
dimensional cases.15
One of the potential payoffs from the identification of the stringy symmetries at the
tensionless point is gaining a quantitative understanding of the broken symmetry phase.
In our particular case it does not seem to be completely unrealistic that this could be
realised. In the most optimistic scenario, one may be able to describe the spectrum and
correlation functions of the D1-D5 system away from the symmetric product point without
15It is also intriguing that extended chiral W-algebras have recently shown up in the description of
supersymmetric sectors of N = 2 and N = 4 supersymmetric gauge theories in 4d [72] (as well as in
6d [73]). Though these algebras have negative central charge etc., it might be worth understanding whether
there is any precise relation between the 4d and the 2d cases.
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the need of having to concentrate on BPS protected quantities. Any relationship here to
the integrability of the string worldsheet theory, see e.g., [74, 75] and [76] for a recent
review, may also be useful for this.
One might also take encouragement from the results here to look for a similar stringy
reorganisation of the chiral algebra and the spectrum of the ‘strange metal’ CFTs [77, 78].
These are N = 2 theories and one of the interesting examples amongst the general class of
stringy cosets, see also [46, 47, 79–81] for other cases and recent discussions. Perhaps this
will also help in identifying the dual string backgrounds.
Another interesting direction concerns the case of AdS3 × S3 ×K3, for which one may
try to identify a suitable higher spin theory and relate it to the symmetric orbifold on K3,
see [82].
Finally, to return to one of the motivations of the present investigation, it is natural to
believe that we may be able to construct the CFT dual to string theory on AdS3×S3×S3×S1
(see [26] for a recent proposal) using similar ideas. To do that we need to go away from
the k →∞ limit. While it is not immediately obvious how to find the correct non-diagonal
modular invariant that should describe the stringy spectrum, this is at least a rather novel
viewpoint for approaching this problem (and one that may ultimately lead to success).
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A The large N = 4 algebra and its contraction
The commutation and anti-commutation relations of the large N = 4 superconformal
algebra Aγ are [34–39]
[Um, Un] =
k+ + k−
2
mδm,−n (A.1)
[A±,im , Q
a
r ] = iα
± i
ab Q
b
m+r (A.2)
{Qar , Qbs} =
k+ + k−
2
δab δr,−s (A.3)
[A±,im , A
±,j
n ] =
k±
2
mδij δm,−n + i ǫijlA
±,l
m+n (A.4)
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[Um, G
a
r ] = mQ
a
m+r (A.5)
[A±,im , G
a
r ] = iα
± i
ab G
b
m+r ∓
2k±
k+ + k−
mα± iab Q
b
m+r (A.6)
{Qar , Gbs} = 2α+ iab A+,ir+s − 2α− iab A−,ir+s + δab Ur+s (A.7)
{Gar , Gbs} =
c
3
δab
(
r2 − 1
4
)
δr,−s + 2 δab Lr+s
+4 (r − s) (γ iα+ iab A+,ir+s + (1− γ) iα− iab A−,ir+s) , (A.8)
where the levels of the two su(2) algebras are k+ and k−, and we define the γ parameter by
γ =
k−
k+ + k−
. (A.9)
In the coset realisation, the levels take the values k+ = k+1 and k− = N +1, respectively,
and hence γ equals the ’t Hooft parameter λ
γ = λ =
N + 1
N + k + 2
. (A.10)
In the limit k+ = k + 1 → ∞ the large N = 4 superconformal algebra (A.1)–(A.8)
contracts to the small superconformal N = 4 algebra together with 4 free bosons and
fermions. Indeed, as already explained in [59], we need to rescale the generators whose
central term is proportional to k+; this requires that we define
Qˆar =
1√
k+ + k−
Qar , Uˆm =
1√
k+ + k−
Um , Aˆ
+,i
m =
1√
k+
A+,im (for m 6= 0) .
(A.11)
Rewriting the algebra in terms of Qˆar , Uˆn and Aˆ
+,i
n , we find that the algebra contains in
the limit k+ →∞ the subalgebra generated by
Ln , G
a
r , A
−,i
n , (A.12)
with (anti-)commutation relations
[A−,im , A
−,j
n ] =
k−
2
mδij δm,−n + i ǫijlA
−,l
m+n (A.13)
[A−,im , G
a
r ] = iα
− i
ab G
b
m+r (A.14)
{Gar , Gbs} =
c
3
δab
(
r2 − 1
4
)
δr,−s + 2 δab Lr+s + 4 (r − s) iα− iab A−,ir+s , (A.15)
as well as the usual commutation relations with the Virasoro generators Ln. These modes
therefore define the small N = 4 algebra. The additional modes
Qˆar ,
[
Uˆn , Aˆ
+,i
n (i = 1, 2, 3)
]
(n 6= 0) (A.16)
form the non-zero modes of 4 free fermions and 4 free bosons, respectively. Finally the zero
modes A+,i0 form a global custodial su(2) symmetry.
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B Coset representations and characters
The cosets furnish representations of the large N = 4 superconformal algebra extended by
the W-symmetry currents. As mentioned in section 2, they are labelled by (Λ+; Λ−, uˆ),
and subject to the selection rule
|Λ+|
N + 2
− |Λ−|
N
+
uˆ
N(N + 2)
∈ Z . (B.1)
The field identification takes the form
(Λ+; Λ−, uˆ) ∼=
(
J (N+2)Λ+; J
(N)Λ−, uˆ+ 2(N + k + 2)
)
, (B.2)
where J (L) denotes the usual outer automorphism of su(L), i.e., it maps
Λ = [Λ0; Λ1, . . . ,ΛL−1] 7→ J (L) Λ = [ΛL−1; Λ0,Λ1, . . . ,ΛL−2] . (B.3)
Note that this automorphism has order N(N + 2), since κ = 2N(N + 2)(N + k + 2).
B.1 Character formulae
The coset character of the representation (0; Λ) can be written, for k →∞ (and sufficiently
large N) as
χ(0;Λ)(q, y) = χ
(wedge)
(0;Λ) (q, y) · χ0(q, y) , (B.4)
where χ0(q, y) is the vacuum character of the cosetW-algebra (including the free fermions)
χ0(q, y) =
∞∏
n=1
(1 + yqn−1/2)2 (1 + y−1qn−1/2)2
∞∏
s=1
∞∏
n=s
(1 + yqn+1/2)4(1 + y−1qn+1/2)4
(1− qn)6(1− y2qn)(1− y−2qn) .
(B.5)
The first few wedge characters equal explicitly16
χ
(wedge)
(0;0) (q, y) = 1 ,
χ
(wedge)
(0;[1,0,..0])(q, y) =
q1/2
(1− q) (y + y
−1 + 2q1/2) , (B.6)
χ
(wedge)
(0;[2,0,..0])(q, y) =
q
(1− q)(1− q2) (1 + yq
1/2)2 (1 + y−1q1/2)2, (B.7)
χ
(wedge)
(0;[0,1,0,..0])(q, y) =
q
(1− q)(1− q2)
(
(y2 + 1 + y−2) + 2q1/2(y + y−1)
+ 2q1 + 2q3/2(y + y−1) + 3q2
)
,
χ
(wedge)
(0;[3,0,..0])(q, y) =
q2
(1− q)(1− q2)(1− q3)
(
2 + 4(y + y−1)q1/2
+
(
8 + 2(y2 + y−2)
)
q + 5(y + y−1)q3/2 +
(
6 + 2(y2 + y−2)
)
q2
+(y3 + 5y + 5y−1 + y−3)q5/2
+(4 + 2y2 + 2y−2)q3 + (y + y−1)q7/2
)
, (B.8)
16We thank Constantin Candu for providing us with a Mathematica notebook to calculate these charac-
ters.
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χ
(wedge)
(0;[0,0,1,0,..0])(q, y) =
q3/2
(1− q)(1− q2)(1− q3)
(
(y3 + y + y−1 + y−3)
+ (2 + 2y2 + 2y−2)q1/2 + (2y + 2y−1)q + (4 + 2y2 + 2y−2)q3/2
+(5y + 5y−1)q2 + (6 + 2y2 + 2y−2)q5/2
+(4y + 4y−1)q3 + 4q7/2 + (3y + 3y−1)q4 + 4q9/2
)
,
χ
(wedge)
(0;[1,1,0,..0])(q, y) =
q3/2
(1− q)2(1− q3)
(
(y + y−1) + (4 + 2y2 + 2y−2)q1/2
+(y3 + 5y + 5y−1 + y−3)q + (6 + 2y2 + 2y−2)q3/2
+(5y + 5y−1)q2 + (8 + 2y2 + 2y−2)q5/2
+(4y + 4y−1)q3 + 2q7/2
)
.
More explicit expressions can be found in the ancillary file of the arXiv submission.
We also need the wedge character of the representations that involve boxes as well as
anti-boxes, e.g.,
χ
(wedge)
(0;[2,0,..1])(q, y) = χ
(wedge)
(0;[2,0,..0])(q, y) · χ
(wedge)
(0;[0,0,..0,1])(q, y) , (B.9)
as well as its complex conjugate. Note that the wedge characters are charge-conjugation
invariant, i.e.,
χ
(wedge)
(0;[0,0,..0,1])(q, y) = χ
(wedge)
(0;[1,0,..0,0])(q, y) . (B.10)
B.2 A non-trivial extended representation from the untwisted sector
In this section we give an explicit formula for the first non-trivial character that appears in
the untwisted sector, as well as its expression in terms of the continuous orbifold characters.
In order to work out the expression for (4.22) we recall that the chiral NS sector partition
function of T4 equals (again ignoring the q−1/4 prefactor that comes from the central
charge)
Z
(NS)
chiral(T
4)(q, y) = 1 + (2y + 2y−1)q1/2 + (y2 + 8 + y−2)q1
+(12y + 12y−1)q3/2 + (8y2 + 39 + 8y−2)q2
+(2y3 + 56y + 56y−1 + 2y−3)q5/2 + (39y2 + 152 + 39y−2)q3
+O(q7/2) . (B.11)
Then it follows from (4.22) that
Z1(q, y) = (2y + 2y−1)q1/2 + (5y2 + 16 + 5y−2)q1
+(6y3 + 58y + 58y−1 + 6y−3)q3/2
+(6y4 + 128y2 + 315 + 128y−2 + 6y−4)q2
+(6y5 + 198y3 + 1030y + 1030y−1 + 198y−3 + 6y−5)q5/2
+(6y6 + 240y4 + 2290y2 + 4724 + 2290y−2 + 240y−4 + 6y−6)q3
+O(q3) . (B.12)
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This is now to be compared with the expression in terms of continous orbifold characters,
i.e., the r.h.s. of (4.23). The multiplicities n1(Λ) can be computed using similar ideas as
those of appendix (C.1); this leads to the expansion
Z1(q, y) = χ(0;[1,0,...,0])(q, y) + χ(0;[0,...,0,1])(q, y) + χ(0;[1,0,...,0,1])(q, y)
+χ(0;[2,0,...,0])(q, y) + χ(0;[0,0,...,0,2])(q, y)
+χ(0;[1,1,0...,0])(q, y) + χ(0;[0,...,0,1,1])(q, y)
+ 2 · χ(0;[2,0,...,0,1])(q, y) + 2 · χ(0;[1,0,0,...,0,2])(q, y)
+χ(0;[0,2,0,...0,0])(q, y) + χ(0;[0,0,...0,2,0])(q, y)
+ 2 · χ(0;[3,0,...,0,0])(q, y) + 2 · χ(0;[0,0,0,...,0,3])(q, y)
+ 2 · χ(0;[1,1,0...,0,1])(q, y) + 2 · χ(0;[1,0,...,0,1,1])(q, y)
+ 5 · χ(0;[2,0,...,0,2])(q, y)
+χ(0;[0,1,0...,0,2])(q, y) + χ(0;[2,0,...,0,1,0])(q, y)
+ 2 · χ(0;[2,1,0,...,0])(q, y) + 2 · χ(0;[0,...,0,1,2])(q, y)
+χ(0;[0,1,1,0,...,0])(q, y) + χ(0;[0,...,0,1,1,0])(q, y)
+ 3 · χ(0;[0,2,0,...,0,1])(q, y) + 3 · χ(0;[1,0,...,0,2,0])(q, y)
+ 4 · χ(0;[3,0,...,0,1])(q, y) + 4 · χ(0;[1,0,0,...,0,3])(q, y)
+ 5 · χ(0;[1,1,0,...,0,2])(q, y) + 5 · χ(0;[2,0,...,0,1,1])(q, y)
+χ(0;[0,1,0...,0,1,1])(q, y) + χ(0;[1,1,0,...,0,1,0])(q, y)
+ 3 · χ(0;[4,0,...,0,0])(q, y) + 3 · χ(0;[0,0,0,...,0,4])(q, y)
+ 3 · χ(0;[1,2,0,...,0])(q, y) + 3 · χ(0;[0,...,0,2,1])(q, y)
+χ(0;[0,0,2,0,...,0])(q, y) + χ(0;[0,...,0,2,0,0])(q, y)
+ 4 · χ(0;[2,1,0,...,0,1])(q, y) + 4 · χ(0;[1,0,...,0,1,2])(q, y)
+ 2 · χ(0;[0,1,1,0,...,0,1])(q, y) + 2 · χ(0;[1,...,0,1,1,0])(q, y)
+χ(0;[1,0,1,0,...,0,2])(q, y) + χ(0;[2,0,...,0,1,0,1])(q, y)
+ 7 · χ(0;[0,2,0,...,0,2])(q, y) + 7 · χ(0;[2,0,...,0,2,0])(q, y)
+ 9 · χ(0;[3,0,...,0,2])(q, y) + 9 · χ(0;[2,0,...,0,3])(q, y)
+ 2 · χ(0;[0,1,0,...,0,2,0])(q, y) + 2 · χ(0;[0,2,0,...,0,1,0])(q, y)
+ 2 · χ(0;[0,1,0...,0,3])(q, y) + 2 · χ(0;[3,0,...,0,1,0])(q, y)
+ 6 · χ(0;[1,1,0,...,0,1,1])(q, y) +O(q7/2) , (B.13)
which indeed matches exactly (B.12) to this order.
C Embedding of SN+1 in U(N)
One can explicitly study the embedding of SN+1 in U(N) (or for that matter, O(N)). We
consider CN+1 (or RN+1 in the case of O(N)) with a set of holomorphic orthonormal basis
vectors ~ei (i = 1, . . . , (N + 1)). We consider the N -dimensional subspace perpendicular to
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the vector ~A0 =
1√
N+1
(∑N+1
i=1 ~ei
)
, which has the following convenient orthonormal basis
~A1 =
1√
N(N + 1)
( N∑
i=1
~ei −N~eN+1
)
~A2 =
1√
N(N − 1)
(N−1∑
i=1
~ei − (N − 1)~eN
)
...
... (C.1)
~Am =
1√
(N −m+ 1)(N −m+ 2)
(N−m+1∑
i=1
~ei − (N −m+ 1)~eN−m+2
)
...
...
~AN =
1√
2
(~e1 − ~e2) .
Then U(N) then acts by the usual complex rotations on this orthonormal basis { ~Am}.
We can realise the permutation group SN+1 as a subgroup in the following way. SN+1
has a natural permutation action on the basis ~ei by permuting the indices. This action
leaves ~A0 invariant, and thus the N -dimensional space orthogonal to it. In terms of the
basis { ~Am} we can write down the SN+1 action explicitly. The permutation group is
generated by the N elementary transpositions of adjacent indices. Let us introduce the
notation Tm = (N −m+ 1N −m+ 2) for m = 1, . . . , N so that
Tm · ~eN−m+1 = ~eN−m+2 ; Tm · ~eN−m+2 = ~eN−m+1 , (C.2)
with Tm leaving all other ~ei unchanged. We then find that the nontrivial action of these
generators on the ~An is (for m = 1, . . . , (N − 1))
Tm · ~Am = −αm ~Am + βm ~Am+1 ; Tm · ~Am+1 = βm ~Am + αm ~Am+1 , (C.3)
where
αm =
1
(N −m+ 1) and βm =
√
(N −m)(N −m+ 2)
(N −m+ 1) , (C.4)
with α2m + β
2
m = 1, while all other basis vectors ~An are left unchanged. The remaining
transposition, TN = (12), leaves all the ~An invariant except for TN · ~AN = − ~AN . Thus
we see from this explicit construction that these transpositions (and thus the group they
generate) are all unitary matrices (actually orthogonal matrices). Since det(Tm) = −1 for
all m = 1, . . . , N , they lie in O(N) (or U(N)) rather than in SO(N) (or SU(N)).
C.1 SN+1 singlet multiplicities in U(N) representations
The organisation of the vacuum character of the symmetric product in terms of characters
of the coset theory relies on knowing the multiplicities of singlets of the symmetric group
SN+1 appearing in nontrivial representations of U(N). In principle, this is determined by
the branching rules for the decomposition of a U(N) representation in terms of its SN+1
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subgroup. These branching rules are somewhat complicated and though, in principle, they
can be extracted from the literature (see, e.g., [83–85]) it is not very easy in practice. In
this appendix we describe a rough and ready algorithm to determine the multiplicities
which is easy to use for representations with a small number of boxes and anti-boxes. This
suffices for the counting of multiplicities to the order we check in this work. At higher
orders one needs to augment the rules given below and the counting gets more involved.
Presumably with a bit more work one can also write down generating functions for the
general multiplicities along the lines mentioned for simple classes below.
Consider (N+1) variables xi with i = 1, . . . , (N+1). As in the previous section, we can
consider these to be coordinates in CN+1. We can then look at the N -dimensional subspace
orthogonal to the hyperplane
∑
i xi = 0. Then, as described in the previous subsection,
U(N) has a natural action on this subspace with the independent combinations of the xi
transforming in the fundamental representation. We also saw that the permutation group
SN+1 acts in the obvious way by permuting the indices i. The projection to
∑
i xi = 0
removes the singlet part. The remaining N independent components transform in the
standard or N dimensional representation of SN+1.
Let us first consider the simplest case of completely symmetric representations of U(N),
i.e., of the form [ℓ, 0 . . . , 0] (or its complex conjugate [0 . . . , 0, ℓ]). We want to determine
the number of SN+1 singlets in these representations. Thus we look at the ℓ’th powers of
xi subject to the condition
∑
i xi = 0. Since the permutation invariant combinations of
any number of variables are generated by the power sums sm(x) =
∑
i x
m
i , we simply have
to count the number of different ways that we can write terms of homogeneity ℓ from the
products of sm(x), remembering that s1(x) = 0. This number is given by the number of
ways we can partition ℓ into sums of integers each greater than one. Each such combination
will be an inequivalent way of forming an SN+1 singlet from the symmetric powers of the
fundamental.
If we denote the number of these singlets by N(ℓ), then we see that its generating
function is given by
∞∑
ℓ=0
N(ℓ)uk =
∞∏
n=2
1
(1− un) . (C.5)
Thus we have N(2) = 1, N(3) = 1, N(4) = 2, etc. For the conjugate representation
we clearly have the same answer. But since we will need to combine fundamentals and
anti fundamentals we will denote the corresponding variable for the latter by yi. While
combining the two we need to keep in mind that we are not interested in the U(N) singlet
representations formed when we tensor a box and an anti-box — these are automatically
SN+1 singlets. Thus we will impose the condition that
∑
i xiyi = 0. Therefore when we
consider representations with the Dynkin labels [ℓ, 0 . . . , 0, ℓ¯], we look at all the symmetric
combinations we can write down with ℓ xi’s and ℓ¯ yi’s, subject to the conditions
∑
i xi =∑
i yi =
∑
i xiyi = 0. Now the most general SN+1 singlet combinations are sm,n(x, y) =∑
i x
m
i y
n
i , subject to the conditions s1,0(x, y) = s0,1(x, y) = s1,1(x, y) = 0. Thus we can
again write down a generating function for the number of SN+1-singlets N(ℓ, ℓ¯) in the
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representation [ℓ, 0 . . . , 0, ℓ¯] as
∞∑
ℓ,ℓ¯=0
N(ℓ, ℓ¯)uℓ1 u¯
ℓ¯
1 =
′∏
(n≥0,m≥0)
1
(1− un1 u¯m1 )
, (C.6)
where the prime means that we exclude the pairs (n,m) = (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1).
We can go on to consider more general representations involving antisymmetric ten-
sors. Thus corresponding to the Dynkin label [0, 1, . . . 0] we introduce a new variable x[ij].
The square brackets denote antisymmetrisation in the enclosed indices; one should view
this roughly as xi ∧ xj . However we note that since i, j = 1, . . . , (N + 1) this does not by
itself represent the antisymmetric tensor power of two fundamentals. In fact, the relation∑
i xi = 0 implies that
∑
i x[ij] =
∑
j x[ij] = 0. One can then verify that theseN constraints
indeed reduces the number of independent components to that of a second rank antisym-
metric tensor of U(N). When combining this with anti-fundamentals, since we project out
the U(N) singlets we must also impose the constraints
∑
i x[ij]yi =
∑
j x[ij]yj = 0. Once
again we form SN+1 invariant combinations by taking products of power sums subject to
the constraints above as well as taking into account antisymmetry in the indices. There are
now many possibilities. Thus, for instance, in the representation [0, 2, . . . , 0] we have one
singlet combination
∑
i,j x
2
[ij]. And for [3, 1, . . . , 0] we have one combination
∑
i,j x[ij]x
2
ixj .
For something more nontrivial like [1, 2, . . . , 0, 1] we have two singlets, namely,
∑
i,j x
2
[ij]x
2
i yi
as well as
∑
i,j x
2
[ij]x
2
i yj . In general, we can also have products of such invariants, such as(∑
i,j x
2
[ij]
)(∑
k y
2
k
)
as one of the three different SN+1 singlet combinations in the repre-
sentation [0, 2, 0 . . . 0, 2].
The rules for including more general antisymmetric powers is similar. We introduce
new variables x[i1,...in] ∼ xi1∧ . . .∧xin , and similarly y[j1,...jm] for the anti boxes. We impose
the constraints ∑
i1
x[i1,...in] =
∑
j1
y[j1,...jm] = 0 (C.7)
as well as ∑
k
x[k,i1,...in−1] y[k,j1,...jm−1] = 0 . (C.8)
These arise, as before, from projecting out the extra degrees of freedom in these anti-
symmetric tensors and throwing away the U(N) singlet pieces. We write down all the
elementary power sums of these variables which are non-vanishing after taking into ac-
count the constraints as well as the antisymmetry.17 We then form products of these of the
right homogeneity in the independent variables corresponding to the Dynkin labels of the
U(N) representation. Thus a representation like [4, 8, 0, 2, . . . 3, 5] will have homogeneity
(4, 8, 2, 3, 5) respectively, in the variables xi, x[ij], x[ijkl], y[ij], yi, respectively. Using these
17There would be additional relations, when one considers representations with different types of anti-
symmetric tensors, to take into account the mixed symmetry. To the order to which we are checking the
equality of characters, these additional relations do not play a role. For instance, in the table, for B = 6,
we need to use the mixed symmetry properties to rule out the potential singlet
∑
i,j,k
xix[jk]x[ijk] for the
representation [1, 1, 1, 0 . . . , 0]. But this representation contributes in any case only at O(q
7
2 ).
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rules one can compute the non-zero multiplicities n(Λ) for the representations with up to
6 boxes and anti-boxes (that contribute up to O(q3)). We find18
B = 2 :
(
, 0
)
,
(
0,
)
B = 3 :
(
, 0
)
,
(
0,
)
,
(
,
)
,
(
,
)
B = 4 : 2 · ( , 0) , 2 · (0, ) , ( , 0) , (0, ) ,(
,
)
,
(
,
)
, 2 · ( , )
B = 5 : 2 · ( , 0) , 2 · (0, ) , ( , 0) , (0, ) ,(
, 0
)
,
(
0,
)
,
2 · ( , ) , 2 · ( , ) , ( , ) , ( , ) ,(
,
)
,
(
,
)
,
3 · ( , ) , 3 · ( , ) , ( , ) , ( , ) (C.9)
B = 6 : 4 · ( , 0) , 4 · (0, ) , 3 · ( , 0) , 3 · (0, ) ,(
, 0
)
,
(
0,
)
,
(
, 0
)
,
(
0,
)
,
3 · ( , ) , 3 · ( , ) , 2 · ( , ) , 2 · ( , ) ,
2 · ( , ) , 2 · ( , ) ,
6 · ( , ) , 6 · ( , ) , 3 · ( , ) , 3 · ( , ) ,
2 · ( , ) , 2 · ( , ) , ( , ) , ( , ) ,
5 · ( , ) , 2 · ( , ) , 2 · ( , ) , ( , ) . (C.10)
Here we have described the representations of U(N) in terms of pairs of Young diagrams
(describing the boxes and anti-boxes, respectively), and B is the total number of boxes and
anti-boxes.
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